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About This Game

Remember the good old Beat 'em Ups like Little Fighter, Double Dragon or Streets of Rage? Made in 150 days by one dude,
Battle Forever is an homage to this games and to the days were your only worries were your homework and your supply of

chocolate!

Choose your character and jump right into this arcade Beat em Up! Use your fists and your awesome special attacks to destroy
your enemies and save the country from the evil Professor S., a mad scientist who wants to create the ultimate warrior.

Set new highscores and challenge various enemies like stupid bullies or the infamous copier of doom! Try your best in 13 stages
filled with loads of dudes who think they are better in punching faces than you or try to survive as long as possible in the

Survival Mode. Teach them better!

You can choose between four different and unique characters. Every fighter comes with his own special abilities. Shoot fireballs
or freeze your enemies with cold ice shards! No face will be unpunched in this epic battle!

The details:

- Full Controller Support
- 2D Arcade Beat 'em Up
- 4 Playable Characters

- 13 Stages In Total
- Campaign, Level Selection and Survival Mode
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- 16 ingame achievements to unlock!
- Made with Unity2D

- Everything (except the music) is made by me
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Title: Battle Forever
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Inferno Games
Publisher:
Inferno Games
Release Date: 3 Jun, 2016
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Fantastic game, great time killer. The multiplayer is well done and very addicting. I would recommend this to anybody looking
for a fast paced RTS game.. One of the most fun I have ever had with 99 cents. It's a simple game where you fly around in your
bio planet and build towers to fight the planets you go to and steal their resources for yourself. Has not a lot of replayability, but
it was super fun to go around taking out bases and getting the best defence.

Also, trees>walls.. The Thought
Well seem's good, but was unable to pass the first mission.

The Good

They offer a refund when they realise the game was broken.

The Bad

Can pass first mission.

Offered a refund instead of fixing the game.

. Bunch of trucks and trailers challenge. Decent, but not really interesting from a simulation point of view. It may be popular
with actual contestant of such events. Yes, there is events of parking semi-trucks as fast as possible.. This game is very good but
i finished it in about 50 mins.

Probably not worth $10 and while the combat is good, it gets really repetitive after a while.

If you want a little game to take an hour out of your life, buy this, if not, don't waste your money.. Very enjoyable game. easyish
to set up with tx. needs a few more maps but as it's in beta only a short while the one's it has are pretty killer. Good game over
all.. great game i was hoping to get first review but i missed by a lot
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Primodrida is a good game and even with it's limitations can provide a short but good looking(if you like sprites that is) story
with a fonctionnal gameplay. I got it for less than 4 euros and i'm not disapointed!

. Only two hours in and already a review?
Well, the game made me laugh.

Midway is a serious game that allows you to just do anything you like: fly a plane into dogfights, order a battleship to pound
your enemies or sneak around with a sub. It is an easy game to learn for the most part but hard to master. The game doesn't do
much handholding because it is probably made for a time when a game came with an instruction manual as part of the package,
so you either need to go to the internet or just figure out the controls for yourself and pray you get used to them before you get
gunned down by a Zero or broadsided by the Yamato.

The game leads to silly moments, like I am still unable to figure out how to dive bomb a ship, so I find myself often smashing
into it Kamikaze style. One hilarious moment was when I got the control over a destroyer and was told to sail to the other end of
a canal. While I got attacked by planes, a battery and torpedo boats I thought, geez, lets just bomb the Japanese base to
smithereens, which I proceeded to do. After returning with an seriously busted ship to the end of the canal feeling smug for
wrecking the Japanese base and everything in it, I got the message that I was about to be engaged by a destroyer. The fight that
ensued was totally awesome as I managed to outmanouver the enemy so it got stuck between me and the coast, forcing it to slow
down and thus giving me the opportunity to give it a full load of torpedos, most of which missed, but enough hit home to sink it.

Fun game if you don't take it seriously.

. The game is wonderful, very relaxing and peaceful. They keep updating it and bringing new content and I really recommend
it.. A couple Friends and I tried to get a MP game going to have some fun (being huge SE fans and all) we loved the concept of
the game and planet travel ect. but after hours of trying to get it to work it just wouldn't let us, the game kept crashing when
trying to load into another persons game, or not letting us connect at all a few times, untill they fix this i won't recomend it, just
go play some minecraft till this game improves. FYI the graphics are crap but I'm willing to look past that if the game is fun
enough to play.. My ball got stuck and I had to restart twice in 10 minutes of gameplay, an unforgivable sin for a pinball game.
The lighting is stellar though. I've refunded, but will wishlist and IF it gets better in future I might rebuy.. simple but very nice
and challenging game. i recommend it.. Good game took me an hour to play though I wish there was more to it but I liked it.
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